Using transfer methodology, several possible factors that could have affected the expression of serial position learning were examined with runway-trained rats. A 3-trial series (8NP)-for which 8 and P refer to series trials when sucrose (8) and plain (P) Noyes pellets were used as a reward , and N refers to a trial without reward-was the basis for training in the first 2 and final experiments. Transfer tests in Experiment 1 altered reward memories , the time between trials in the series , or both . Tests in Experiment 2 altered the number of trials in the series while maintaining essential memory relationships . Experiment 3 involved a 4-trial series (P8NP or 8PN8) and transfer tests with changed memory (NNNN) . In Experiment 4, training on an RNR series, where R could be either 8 or P in either large or small magnitudes, was followed by a transfer test to NNN and a final test in which the rats were prevented from running on the 1 st or 2nd series trial. The findings support a view that position and memory learning are compatible sources of serial effects, and they suggest temporal and response cues may not be crucial in position effects.
list, instead of among the items themselves, had been suggested fairly early (Ladd & Woodworth , 1911) , position learning as a viable alternative theory of serial learning did not receive serious attention until much later (e.g., Ebenholtz, 1963; Young, Hakes, & Hicks, 1967) , and its support came primarily from examining derived serial lists in which the items occupying particular positions were changed without a corresponding change in serial behavior. Explanations emphasizing position learning (e.g. , Colombo & Frost, 2001; Johnson, 1991) are now influential.
Serial learning has been extensively studied in animals as well (Compton, 1991) . The history of this research with animals, though abbreviated , parallels human serial learning in that theories featuring associations among items (e.g ., Capaldi, 1994) governed thinking well before position associations were taken seriously. Now, references to position learn ing are common (e.g., Burns , Kinney, & Criddle, 2000; Burns, Wiley, & Payne, 1986; Chen, Swartz, & Terrace, 1997; D' Amato & Colombo, 1988; Roitblat, Pologe, & Scopatz, 1983) .
Because it has become clear that animals often respond in accord with what seems to be position, it has become important to understand the functional cues involved in position learning effects. Several possible sources of cues have been reviewed by Burns et al. (2000) . The possibilities include temporal correlates of serial position, counting of positions, and response-generated cues that differ from position to position. It may also be that cognitive representations of the series positions or response patterns are the basis of this kind of learning. Some of these possibilities assume nothing more than associative learning among events and behavior or outcomes (Burns, Dunkman , & Detloff, 1999) . Any stimulus that predicts the outcome in a particular ordinal position of the series could be the basis for position effects. If these stimuli can be shown to be responsible for position effects, then position learning does not depend upon learning position per se. It is instead an example of discriminative associative learning that is not based on reward memory. Other possibilities invoke cognitive processes in which position per se is represented (e.g., D 'Amato, 1991) or positions are counted (e.g ., Wathen & Roberts, 1994) .
A recent experiment (Burns & Criddle, 2001 ) offered at least some initial evidence that temporal correlates and response-generated cues may not be crucial elements of position learning. Rats were runway trained on a three-trial (three-position) series, SNP, for which the letters refer to trial outcomes: Sand P are sucrose (S) and plain (P) Noyes pellets, and N is confinement in the goal box without reward. After 19 days of training, the animals had just begun to run slowly on the N trial of the series, but running times had not stabilized and the time elapsing from the beginning of the first series trial to the second and third trials was unstable. Early in training, intervals among trials vary due to varying running times from animals that have not reached asymptotic performance, but later in training these intervals stabilize . If the functional cues responsible for position effects were temporal, position effects would be expected to occur late in runway training, but not early. The same prediction may also be made for response-generated cues. The reason for the earliest development of differentiated running cannot, of course, be based on differentiated response cues. The initial tendency to run slowly on the N trial of the SNP series cou ld not have been based on cues coming from undifferentiated and unstable running. Learning based on response cues would be expected to occur later in training, after a persistent pattern of running fast-slow-fast on the three SNP trials had been established. Fast running on the first trial cou ld become a reliable cue for slow runn ing on the second trial, which in turn cues fast running on the third.
However, Burns and Criddle (2001) , both very early and late in training, obtained independent evidence that animals maintain their responding in accord with the outcomes of the ordinal positions in a series. The evidence came from transfer tests (on Days 19 and 39) to three-trial series that maintained the integrity of the serial positions, but modified the items in the series. The transfer series was NNN, and the SNP pattern of running slower in the second series position than in the first and last pOSitions was maintained in the NNN series on tests at both levels of training.
The early and late transfer tests used by Burns and Criddle (2001) suggest that temporal correlates and response cues may not be important for position learning because that learning was observed with both variable and stable temporal intervals and response times. The tests also suggested that reward memories (e.g., Capaldi, 1994) may not have been crucial either. In the SNP series, the memory of S could signal the N outcome of the second series trial, and the memory of N could signal the P outcome of the third series trial. Reward memory learning can be thought of as a process that is independent of position learning (e.g., Capaldi, 1994) . In the Burns and Criddle (2001) deSign, viewing the role of reward memories as part of an independent process produces predictions that are not readily compatible with the results in the transfer tests . If position learning was ineffective and the memory of N had been predicting P, the NNN transfer tests should have produced rapid approach on all three series trials in the tests. Instead, approach was rapid on the first and third test trials but slow on the second, just as it had been during SNP training.
Experiment 1
The results of the early and late transfer tests only suggest that temporal cues are not important because time was not manipulated directly as a variable. In Experiment 1, we further explored the role of temporal cues as a possible basis for position effects. Rats were trained on the SNP series until performance stabilized. They were then matched and aSSigned to one of four test conditions. After determining that during stable runway performance on the SNP series the average interval from the beginning of the first series trial to the beginning of the third series trial was about 74 s longer than to the beginning of the second trial, one group (SNP-74) had the interval extended between the first and second series trials by 74 s. If rats anticipate trial outcomes by using the time from the beginning of the series, the imposition of the additional interval should cause the animals to respond on the second series trial as if it were the third by approaching the goal rapidly instead of slowly on the second trial. Another group (SNP) continued training as a control.
Two additional groups were shifted to NNN series. One shift was designed to examine the role of reward memories, as in other studies (e.g., Burns & Criddle, 2001 ). With such a shift, maintaining the SNP pattern of rapid approach on the first and last positions and slow approach on the middle position during the NNN test indicates use of position cues rather than reward memories. Rapid approach on all three trials indicates the use of reward memories. But the other shift (NNN-74) allowed us to examine the consequences of changing both reward memories and temporal intervals. Here, maintaining the pattern of running established to SNP during the shift indicates reward memories and temporal cues are relatively unimportant. However, if the NNN and SNP-74 groups maintain the SNP pattern in the shift, rapid approach on all the positions in NNN-74 suggests reward memories and temporal cues function differently in combination.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 25 na"ive male rats (Sprague-Dawley) obtained from the Holtzman Company, Madison, WI. The animals were about 70 days old when they arrived at the laboratory.
Apparatus. The apparatus used in all four experiments reported here was the runway used by Burns and Criddle (2001) . It was L shaped and painted flat black, 233.7 cm long and 10.0 cm wide, covered with vented clear plastic. Entry into the goal involved a right turn 182.9 cm beyond the manually operated start door. The goal contained an aluminum goal cup 7.62 cm in diameter and 4.45 cm deep. Total running time was recorded with a silent digital clock started when the start door was opened and stopped when the rat crossed a photo beam mounted 195.6 cm beyond the start door.
Procedure. For the first week after the rats arrived in the laboratory, they were housed two per cage and given unlimited access to Purina Lab Chow and water. Each day of the entire experiment, all of the animals were placed in a group exercise enclosure for 30 min, and each was handled for about 2 min during the 1 st week. After the 1 st week, the rats were individually housed and their diets were restricted to 18 g of chow per day, given after daily training and time in the exercise enclosure. There were 4 days of preliminary exposure to the runway. During each of these days each animal was allowed to individually explore the runway for 2.5 min and become acquainted with the rewards to be used. On the 1 st and 3rd days, the exploration included six .045-g plain Noyes pellets (P) scattered throughout the runway. On the 2nd and 4th days, six .045-g sucrose Noyes pellets (8) were scattered. The last 2 exploration days included the opening and closing of the runway doors midway into the exploration to acquaint the rats with these motions and sounds.
During the primary training phase each rat was given two series each day except on the first 6 days when only one series was administered. Thus, the first 3 experimental days took 6 calendar days to complete. The first trial of the series ended with a reward of 4 sucrose pellets (8), and the third trial ended with 4 plain pellets (P). The middle trial was never rewarded (N), confinement of the rat to the goal box for 30 s. This series is represented as 8NP. A trial began with the opening of the start door just after placement of the rat in the start box, and a retrace door was closed as the animal entered the goal box. The trial concluded after the rat had consumed the reward on 8 and P trials, or after the confinement on N trials. Because the trials in the series were administered in succession for each rat, the interval between those trials was about 20 s, except on tests with extended intervals. Each rat was administered the second daily series only after all other rats had finished the first series, a procedure that caused the interval between series to be about 30 min . The order of running of the rats was determined randomly each day. The animals had water available at all times in the home cage, where they spent the intervals between series and trials.
After 32 days of this primary training on 8NP, the animals were matched, according to the difference between their running on the Nand P trials, and divided into four groups, each of which was administered transfer tests on Days 33 and 34. The first group (8NP; n = 7) served as a control, continuing 8NP training as before. A second group (8NP-74; n = 6) continued the 8NP series on the 2 transfer days, but the interval between the first and second trials was extended by 74 s. This 74-s interval was used after determining that during a 3-day period before the transfer tests the average time from the beginning of the first series trial to the beginning of the third series trial was 74 s longer (SO = 2.39) than from the first to the second. Two additional groups were examined on a series of three trials (NNN) that were not rewarded. One of these groups (NNN-74; n = 6) had the interval between the first two trials extended, and the other (NNN; n = 6) did not.
Results
We subjected all running times in this and subsequent experiments to a normalizing transformation [t = log(y)] for analyses . All results in the experiments to be reported are described as significant if p < .05 or better, and subsequent evaluations of analyses of variance effects were accomplished using the Newman-Keuls procedure, unless otherwise noted. By the final days before the transfer tests of Experiment 1, the rats were clearly running slowly on the middle trial of the 8NP series and rapidly on the initial and final trials. During Days 27-32 there was significant variation in running times among trials, F(2, 48) = 325.32. Subsequent evaluation of the trials effect showed that times on the second trial (M = 2.76 , SE = .060) were significantly slower than on the first (M = .86, SE = .028) and third (M = .76, SE = .030). Figure 1 shows the performance over Days 33-34 for rats in each of the transfer conditions. During this period there was a significant Groups x Trials interaction, F(6, 42) = 6.55, which we evaluated by performing separate analyses for each group. The control animals (SNP) continued, of course, to approach slowly on the middle trial relative to the others.
Evaluation of the reliable effect of trials in that group, F(2, 12) = 48.27, showed again that running was slower on the second trial (M = 3.11, SE = .173) than on the first (M = .72, SE = .042) or third (M = .75, SE = .066).
The same pattern was observed in two of the three remaining conditions. Rats transferred to the series that increased the interval between trials without changing reward memories (SNP-74) also ran slower on the middle trial (M = 2.13, SE = .239) than on the initial (M = .74, SE = .058) or terminal (M = .62, SE = .080) trials, F(2, 10) = 13.51. The pattern was also evident in animals transferred to a series with changed reward memories but unchanged intervals between trials (NNN). They ran slower to the second trial (M = 2.50, SE = .349) than to the first (M = .81, SE = .043) or last (M = 1.30, SE = 257), F(2, 10) = 15.15. Separate analyses of each trial showed the groups did not differ on the first trial (F < 1), but did on the second, F(3, 21) = 6.61, and third, F(3, 21) = 3.31. The SNP, NNN, and SNP-74 groups did not differ on Trial 2, and, although the main effect was reliable, subsequent comparisons revealed no differences among groups on Trial 3. For the group experiencing changed memories and changed intervals (NNN-74) the pattern was different. Although there was some slowing on the second and third trials of the transfer series, it came primarily on the 2nd day of the tests, and appeared to result from general disruption. There was no significant difference in performance among the trials of that series, F(2, 10) = 3.72.
Discussion
A convincing assortment of experiments examining altered reward memories has shown either no effect at all on tests of position learning (Burns & Criddle, 2001) or only modest effects (e.g., Burns et aI., 1999 Burns et aI., , 2000 Wike & King, 1973) . The performance of the NNN group in this experiment indicates, once again, that serial behavior can be maintained when reward memories are changed. If the rats had used the memory of N in the SNP series to anticipate the third outcome, retrieval of the N memory beginning the second and third trials of the NNN test would have caused rapid approach on the second and third trials in the series. The second trial in the test series was not approached rapidly, however. Instead, the pattern of running to NNN was the same fast-slow-fast pattern that had developed during training on SNP. One interpretation of these results is that reward memories are not crucial to learning in these series, and that the positions, or events associated with the outcomes at particular positions, of the series items are crucial. Reward memories, however, are clearly important in many other serial learning procedures (Capaldi, 1994) .
In the earlier investigation by Burns and Criddle (2001) , position effects were indicated with NNN tests both early in training, when intervals among series components vary, and late in training, when the intervals are relatively stable. Performance of the group examined under the SNP-74 transfer series in Experiment 1 supports the conclusion that temporal cues are not crucial in position learning, with a stronger methodology that makes very clear predictions about the effects of changing the intervals. If time is an important position cue, extending the interval between the first and second positions of SNP in the transfer test to what was the interval between the first and third positions should have caused the rats to anticipate the third position while approaching the actual second position of the test, and run fast on it. Instead, the animals approached slowly.
The difference between the results of Experiment 1 and the results of the Burns and Criddle (2001) experiment appears in the performance of the group that had both reward memories and temporal cues changed in the test . Here the simultaneous change of memory and time caused the rats to run relatively fast, barring some delayed disruption on the last two trials, during all three trials of the test. The results obtained from the NNN-74 condition suggest either that the relationship between position cues and reward memories is much more complex than previously thought, or that changing two elements of the training conditions simply disrupted the rats and caused them to abandon whatever strategy they had been using. Because we found no important disruption when either element was changed singly, the finding that the pattern was disrupted when both were changed needs additional research to clarify the nature of the effect.
The results of the SNP-74 and NNN-74 tests may be explained as memory-item effects if the memory of reward is not linked to time, as is often assumed (Capaldi , Nawrocki, Miller, & Verry, 1986) . The SNP-74 series provides, of course, the memory of S as a cue for Nand N as a cue for P. If those memories were not linked to time, a fast-slow-fast pattern of running would be expected, and that is what was found. Rats in the NNN-74 condition ran relatively fast on all three test trials, as would be expected if reward memories were associated with items.
It would ordinarily be reasonable to think that if memory-item associations could not explain the NNN shift, they should not be invoked to explain the NNN-74 results, but there is evidence that both memoryitem associations and position learning may occur together in some way (see, e.g. , Burns et aI. , 2000; Capaldi & Miller, 2001) . A similar conclusion was reached by several investigators in the human learning tradition (e.g. , Ebenholtz, 1963) . Our rats may have learned both position and memory-item associations during SNP training, but the combination of changed memories and temporal intervals caused them to rely on their memory-item associations in the NNN-74 transfer test, instead of their usual reliance on position . If this were the case, temporal cues may play a role in position learning that was not revealed clearly in the SNP-74 condition because the rats were forced to rely on reward memory when the intervals between trials were changed.
Experiment 2
The results of Experiment 1 suggest temporal cues may not be important in position learning effects. The results also indicate that reward memories are not crucial, or play an underlying role, when position learning is possible. Some conditions, such as NNN-74, may favor the expression of memory-item associations over position associations. Other conditions (NNN) may favor the expression of position associations. In Experiment 2 we examined the effects of changing reward memories in transfer tests that altered the relationship between the memory and the position in the series, just as was done in Experiment 1. The difference was that the relationship was altered by keeping memory cues primarily intact while modifying the number of pOSitions in the series.
The NNN-74 results from Experiment 1 possibly indicate the expression of position learning may be dependent upon what would have been considered subtle elements of training and transfer. Capaldi and Miller (2001) have argued that the NNN transfer methodology "could reveal position learning, but not item learning." The argument, however, does not acknowledge that the NNN test, as was explained here and in the reports of several previous studies, clearly could reveal effects of learning based on reward memories. If trained on SNP, for example, rats could reveal memory-item learning on the NNN test by running fast on all three of the test trials. In fact, the NNN-74 series in Experiment 1 may have revealed just that. Because rats typically do not show memory-item learning in NNN tests does not mean that the tests are incapable of showing such learning. An appropriate conclusion by Capaldi and Miller would have been that some transfer conditions, for reasons we do not yet understand, favor the expression of position learning more than others. Capaldi and Miller (2001) proposed that a better test for memory-item associations, one that would reveal memory-item associations, is initial training with a series for which reward memories and positions are perfectly correlated with outcomes, followed by a shift to series that retain important memory-item relationships, but alter the number of series trials. This change in the number of trials would change the positions different rewards occupy in the series. There was no clear basis for predicting that this kind of test would reveal memory-item learning any better than the NNN series. Nevertheless, the authors found evidence favoring a memory interpretation. Rats trained on a PSN series, for instance, were reported to have run slowly to N in the transfer series SN and PPSN. This is a finding that would be expected if the memory of S were associated with N. Performance based on position learning was indeterminate on the fourth trial of the PPSN series because the rats had experienced only three positions in training. But if the animals had learned position, they should have run fast on the second trial of the SN series, because that position had been associated with reward, and slow on the third, previously not rewarded, trial of the PPSN series. They did not run as position learning would predict. So, the transfer shifts used by Capaldi and Miller could have revealed position learning, but they did not, just as the NNN series could have revealed reward-memory learning, but it did not.
In Experiment 2, we examined the transfer series SSNP and NP after training with SNP. These transfers allowed us to further evaluate the possibility that what would have been thought of as subtle differences, such as altering the number of trials, in the nature of the transfer tests might differentially affect the sensitivity of the test to evidence of position learning. Having the N trial in the middle, rather than the terminal position used by Capaldi and Miller (2001) , has some methodological advantages (Burns et ai., 2000) , which include N always being followed by Prather than by nothing. We also had different groups of animals shifted to each of the test series and an unshifted control, rather than having the same rats examined on all test series in a single test day (Capaldi & Miller, 2001) . With this strategy we could examine shifted animals , relative to controls, that repeatedly encountered a single transfer series.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were the same animals used in Experiment 1. Procedure. After the transfer shifts on Days 33-34, all the animals were returned to daily training on the SNP series for 8 days (until Day 43) . At that point, the rats were again matched on the basis of the difference between performance on the Nand P trials of the series, and they were assigned to one of three conditions. The assignment, after matching , was designed to balance, as best as possible, experience from the previous shifts while maintaining balance in how well the groups had mastered the SNP series. One condition (SNP; n = 8) was simply a control that consisted entirely of animals that experienced shifts from the SNP series in Experiment 1. Th is composition allowed previously unshifted rats to be assigned to the transfer conditions. Of the 8 rats in the SNP control, 4 had previously had the SNP-74 series, 2 the NNN series, and 2 the NNN-74 series. The second condition (NP; n = 9) was a series that involved only two trials, the first of which was not rewarded, and the second of which had the plain pellets as reward. There were 4 rats in this condition that had never been shifted from the SNP series. There were 2 rats from the previous NNN shift, 2 from the NNN-74 shift, and 1 from the SNP-74 shift.
The third condition was a four-trial series (SSNP; n = 8) that maintained the relation between the memory of N and the experience of P, just as in the NP condition. The SSNP series also maintained the relationship between the memory of S and the experience of P. There were 3 rats in the SSNP condition that had never been shifted from SNP, 2 that had been shifted to NNN, 2 that had been shifted to NNN-74, and 1 that had been shifted to SNP-74. The average difference in running time between the Nand P trials of the SNP series was approximately equal for animals in the three shift conditions of Experiment 2. During Days 43-44, the rats received two of the assigned transfer series per day.
Results
By the end of the 8-day return to SNP after the transfer tests of Experiment 1, performance was stable and the fast-slow-fast pattern on the SNP series was clear. Over Days 38-42, there were significant differences in running among the three trials of the SNP series, F (2, 48) = 398.18, and those differences were stable over days (F < 1). The rats' transformed running times were slower on the second trial (M = 2.76, SE = .062) than on the first (M = .71, SE = .017) or third (M = .64, SE = .020). Figure 2 shows the average times over trials for the three transfer conditions of Experiment 2. The figure combines both test days. Separate analyses of the three groups during the period represented in Figure 2 showed that both transfer conditions and, of course, the SNP controls ran slower on the second series position than on the first. For the controls, F(2, 14) = 157.47, times were faster on the first (M = .72, SE = .053) and Analysis of performance on the second position of the series showed that animals in the NP condition, although running slower than they did on the first position, ran faster than animals in the SSNP and SNP conditions, F(2, 22) = 16.55. On the third position, running was slower in SSNP than SNP, F(1, 14) = 19.17, although it was faster than on the previous SSNP position. There was no systematic evidence that the rats' prior shift experiences in Experiment 1 differentially affected their performance in the Experiment 2 transfer tests.
Discussion
If reward memories are associated with series outcomes and position learning does not occur, the animals transferred to the SSNP series should have approached the goal equally slowly on Trials 2 and 3. After training on SNP, the retrieved memory of S would cause anticipation of N. For the SSNP transfer test, the S memory would have been retrieved on the second and third trials of the series and cause th. e rats to run slowly, as slowly as controls, on both of those trials. If position learning occurred in the SNP series and reward-memory learning did not occur, approach on the second pOSition of the SSNP transfer series would have been as slow as controls, because the second position in the SNP training series was never rewarded. If position had been learned, the rats' approach to the third position of the SSNP series would have been fast because the third position in SNP training had always been rewarded. In this experiment, position learning was revealed by the finding that rats approached the goal faster on the third trial of the series than they did on the second. But the approach on the third trial was also slower than the approach of the SNP controls, a result that suggests an influence of memory-item associations.
The same analysis applied to the performance of animals shifted to NP produces the same conclusions. If memory-item associations controlled performance in NP, the retrieval of N would cause rapid approach to P. In contrast, P appeared in the second position of the transfer series, but N occupied the second position in the training series.
Performance controlled by position learning on the second trial of NP would have been slow, and approach was slow. It was not, however, as slow as the approach of the SNP controls.
Finally, the idea that stimuli arising from the running response become functional cues that produce position learning effects does not handle the results of the SSNP test in Experiment 2. Training with SNP produces the fast-slow-fast pattern of running , creating the possibility that fast running becomes a cue for slow running and slow running becomes a cue for fast running. This sort of learning could explain the fast-slow-fast pattern observed on the first three trials of the SSNP test, but it predicts slow running on the fourth trial of that series. Approach on the fourth trial was fast. A possible alternative to an associative chain of response cues, however, would be that the response pattern is represented as such. This alternative makes no clear prediction for performance on the fourth trial.
Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, we further examined the role of response cues by employing a series for which those cues produced incompatible outcomes. The series we used was RRNR (either PSNP or SPNS). In series such as these the N trial always appears in the third position, and it is always followed by reward. Thus, an NNNN transfer test would be expected to produce slow running on the third trial, if position learning occurred. It would be expected to produce fast running on that trial, if memory learning occurred.
If position learning does occur in the RRNR series, as revealed by slow running on the third trial of the NNNN test, it cannot be the consequence of an association between cues arising from fast running on the second R trial and the subsequent lack of reward on the third. This conclusion follows because cues from fast running on the first trial would be associated with reward on the second trial. That would mean cues ariSing from fast running signal trials that end both with and without reward. They would signal incompatible outcomes. Unless the response cues are linked to position by another independent process, evidence of position learning in these series is probably not the result of simple associations among response cues. An alternative possibility is that the absence of reliable cues from the response prevents what has been called position learning and instead encourages memory learning, which should cause running on the third trial of the NNNN test to be fast.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 6 na· lve, male Sprague Dawley rats obtained from Hilltop Lab Animals, Inc., Scottsdale, Pennsylvania. The rats were about 90 days old at the beginning of training.
Procedure. Upon arrival in the laboratory, the animals were housed in individual cages, handled for about 1 min per day and were allowed unlimited access to food (Purina Rodent Chow) for 6 days, after which food was restricted to 18 gms per day. Water was liberally available throughout the experiment, and following daily training, all animals were allowed about 30 min each day in a group exercise box before being returned to individual cages and their daily food ration. For 2 days following the initial free feeding , each rat was given (1 st day) six plain .045-g Noyes pellets (P) in the individual cage and (2nd day) six .045-g Noyes sucrose pellets (S). There followed 4 days of runway exploration during which each rat was placed individually in the runway for a 3-min period with six pellets (P on the 1 st and 3rd days; S on the 2nd and 4th days) scattered throughout the runway. After about 1.5 min of exploration, the start and retrace doors were opened and closed several times.
During the 32 days of runway training the animals were administered three 4-trial series each day. One group (n = 3) received the series PSNP, another group (n = 3) had SPNS. The order of running of the rats was determined randomly each day, and each rat ran the trials of a series in succession, producing an interval between trials of 20-30 s. Because a new series was not initiated until every animal had completed the current series, the interval between series was about 8 min. The rewards were six .045-gm Noyes pellets of either the plain (P) or sucrose (S) formulas, and trials without reward (N) concluded with a 30-s confinement in an unbaited goal area.
On Day 33 all trials ended without reward (NNNN).
Results
The rats quickly developed the tendency to run slowly on the N trials of the PSNP and SPNS series, and there were no important differences in the way the rats responded to the two series (F < 1). An analysis of variance over Days 1-32 indicated significant differences in running times among the four trials of the series, The decrease in running from Trial 3 to Trial 4 (M = 1.82, SE = .27) did not reach significance, however.
Discussion
Training on the PSNP and SPNS series produced the expected, well established, response pattern of fast-fast-slow-fast. If this pattern were based on position learning, the position learning does not seem to be based on a set of simple associations among cues arising from the running response. Cues arising from fast running on the first and second trials of the series signal incompatible outcomes, unless the animals have a way of tagging the running cues to the first and second pOSitions. If the tagging occurred, then it, not the response cues, would be the basis of position learning. Associations between specific reward memories and the outcome of the subsequent trial could also explain the pattern observed in training. In the PSNP series, the memory of S always signals N, just as the memory of P in the SPNS series always signals N.
The NNNN test separates the theories, and the results of that test were that the animals approached the goal slowly on the third trial of the test, just as they had on the third trial of the RRNR series in training. If reward memories had been the basis of learning, running should have been fast on the third trial of the NNNN test. If position had been the basis of performance in the NNNN test, running should have been slow on the third trial of the test. Of course, running was slow on that trial of the test. Because cues arising from the running response signaled incompatible outcomes in training, the evidence of position learning obtained in the NNNN test does not lend itself to an interpretation based on a simple chain of associations among response cues.
Experiment 4
Experiment 4 was conducted to directly test the role of response cues. Rats were trained in Experiment 4 on a three-trial series in which the reward type and magnitude varied unpredictably on the initial and final trials, but the middle trial was never rewarded. Because specific reward memories in such a series are not correlated with specific outcomes, position learning would seem to be even more likely to occur than in the series employed in Experiments 1-3. After a stable fast-slow-fast pattern of running was established, the rats were shifted to NNN as a test for position learning. They were then matched and assigned to groups. One group was tested on the training series by removing the animals from the start box and placing them in the goal on the initial trial of the series. A second group was placed on the middle trial. If response cues are important, the rats would have no basis for running on the trial following the placement because, of course, the placement deprived them of the response cues from running. If response cues are not important, the group placed on the initial trial would run slow on the middle trial, and the group placed on the middle trial would run fast on the final.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were male albino rats (n = 12) of the same general description as those used in Experiment 1. The animals had just completed runway experience in serial problems designed to investigate memory learning in series with varying numbers of trials.
Procedure. Because the animals were experienced in runway problems, there was no need for preliminary training. All feeding, housing, and exercise procedures were the same as in the previous experiments. For 16 days, each animal was trained three series per day with intertrial and interseries intervals being approximately what they were in Experiments 1 , 2, and 3 because each rat ran all three trials of a series in succession, but did not run the next series until all other animals had completed their series trials. The three series were chosen at random each day from the set of 16 possible series for which the middle trial was always N, but the initial and final trials could be one of four possibilities, in every combination. The possibilities were S, S', P, and P', where Sand P were four sucrose or plain Noyes pellets and S' and P' were double that amount. This series in which reward varied on the initial and final trials will be deSignated RNR. The random variation of the amount and quality of reward meant that specific reward memories did not predict a specific outcome on the following trial, a procedure employed to further discourage memory learning and encourage position learning (Burns et aI., 2000) .
Following the 16 days of primary training on position, there were 2 days during which the procedure was the same in every way except that all trials ended without reward (NNN). This transfer test, administered to all animals, was to evaluate whether position learning had occurred, just as we did in the previous experiments. Following the position test, the animals were returned for 3 days to the original training conditions, in which memory on the initial and final trials varied and N always appeared in the middle position.
The experiment was concluded with a test for response-generated cues. The rats were matched on the basis of how strongly they demonstrated position learning in the NNN test, the difference between their running times on the second and third trials of that test. They were assigned, based on the matching, to one of two conditions. In the first condition (n = 6), the three daily series were administered just as during the 3 preceding days and the first 16 days of the experiment, except that on the initial trial of each series the start door was not opened after the rat had been placed in the start box. Instead, the animal was removed from the start box and placed in the goal box. For these animals, the middle and final trials were conducted normally. The second condition (n = 6) differed only in that the placement occurred on the middle trial rather than the initial trial. Thus, we deprived rats of response cues on the initial or middle trial of the series. There was no reason of course to examine placement on the final trial because response cues there would not have predicted a subsequent outcome.
Results
The left panel of Figure 4 is a plot of the transformed running times on the three trials of the RNR series for a 5-day period preceding the NNN test and for the 2-day test. A reliable effect of trials was observed, F(2, 16) = 106.00, and approach was slower on the middle trial (M = 2.99, SE = Figure 4 depicts the results of the placement tests for response cues. We evaluated this test using within-subject analyses on the 2 days prior to the test and the 2 days of the test, examining only the trials relevant for the test, trials for which we had running times. For animals placed on the initial series trial, the middle and final trials differed significantly, F(1, 7) = 148.27, but that difference did not change over days, F(3, 7) = 1.12. Rats ran slower on the middle series trial (M = 2.54, SE = .147) than on the final (M = .82, SE = .028) both before and during the test in which they were deprived of response cues from the initial trial. For rats deprived of response cues on the middle trial, there was also no significant change in the performance on the initial and final trials over the days preceding and during the test, F(3 , 7) = 2.19, P = .18. This method of analysis did, however, produce a significant difference in running on the two trials, F(1, 7) = 13.03. Approach was slightly slower on the first trial (M = .89, SE = .053) than on the last (M = .74, SE = .038), a warmup effect that is consistent with previous findings in RNR training.
Discussion
Position learning was clearly demonstrated in the NNN test, as it was in the tests reported in Experiments 1, 2, and 3. Rats trained on a series in which reward was systematically varied on the initial and final series trials readily learned the series even though specific reward memories did not predict specific outcomes. If learning had been based on reward memories, the memories must have been general, RNR, rather than anything specific, for example, S'NP or PNS'. The NNN test, however, showed that this memory learning, if it occurred, did not prevail, because the retrieved memory of N in the test should have caused the rats to run fast on all test trials. Instead, of course, the fast-slow-fast pattern was maintained in the NNN series. To ascertain if that pattern had been controlled by response cues, the placement tests were conducted. If stimuli from fast running on the initial trial were the functional cues for slow running on the middle trial, depriving the rat of the running cues from the initial trial should have disrupted performance, but running was slow on the middle trial of the placement test, just as it was before the test. It could be argued that the slow running on the middle trial of the test was indeed caused by disruption from the initial-trial manipulation. If disruption were the case, however, there should have been a similar disruption on the final trial for animals placed on the middle trial. No disruption was observed.
The results of Experiment 4 offer evidence that response-generated cues are not the basis of position learning effects. After demonstrating that the rats were responding to position, and not to reward memory, we deprived the animals of response cues without observing a corresponding effect on performance. One final possibility should be considered, however. The placements, and consequent removal of response cues, may have caused the rats to rely on previously undetected memory associations. Because the tests were conducted with the RNR series, placement in the goal on the initial R trial could have provided the memory of R, which guided the slow approach on the middle trial of the test. Placement on the middle trial could have provided the memory of N, which guided fast approach on the third trial. If this indeed happened, it would be an important demonstration that position and memory learning occur simultaneously and are completely compatible.
General Discussion
Using an NNN transfer test that changed reward memories, Burns and Criddle (2001) found no disruption at all in a pattern of approach evidently established by position learning on an SNP series. Elimination of a position pattern was observed in the NNN-74 condition of Experiment 1, when reward memories and temporal correlates were changed, and in the transfer test used by Capaldi and Miller (2001) from PSN to either SN or PPSN, which featured changes in the number of positions. Finally, a reduction of position learning evidence was observed in Experiment 2 with shifts from SNP to NP and SSNP. Earlier work on serial problems in the human tradition began to uncover evidence that subtle differences in methodology (e.g., Siamecka, 1977) could alter whether memory-item or pOSition information influenced performance. It appears as though work in the animal tradition is approaching a similar period.
It is not clear why some of these conditions reveal position or memory-item learning more than others. There is some reason to think that the expression of position learning during transfer tests such as NP and SSNP develops over time. Our animals tended to run slower on the second trial of NP and faster on the third trial of SSNP as transfer testing progressed. The tests used by Capaldi and Miller (2001) , which did not show evidence of position learning, also did not allow repeated experience with the series. Further speculation before obtaining more evidence on this issue would be premature. What does seem reasonably clear is that position and memory-item learning probably occur, whether or not a particular evaluation methodology reveals them (Burns et aI., 2000; Capaldi & Miller, 2001) .
Response cues may not be involved in position learning. If a chain of associations among response cues were the basis of position learning in Experiment 3, the animals would have had no basis for such learning and would not have shown the pattern that was observed in the NNNN test. This conclusion follows because response cues from fast running signaled incompatible outcomes. Worth considering, however, is the possibility that response cues function in a manner more complex than a simple chain of associations. In Experiment 3 the rats may have developed a representation of the responses in the RRNR series that consisted of fast-fast-slow-fast. If the representation is retrieved at the beginning of the series on the NNNN test, it is possible that the pattern observed in the test would have occurred.
The fourth experiment also gives reason to think that response cues may not be important. Depriving the rats of those cues on the initial or middle trial of the series did not disrupt the fast-slow-fast pattern. Again, however, an alternative view is worth considering. A substantial body of evidence from other serial learning investigations can be interpreted only by reference to memory-item learning (Capaldi, 1994) , and much of the evidence reported in these experiments, and in numerous other investigations cited here, can be understood only from the perspective of position learning. Thus, we must conclude that memory-item cues and position cues are compatible elements of discrimination learning during serial procedures. The response cues test employed in Experiment 4 followed an NNN test demonstrating position learning, but the reward memories of RNR were present in the test. It may have been that depriving the animals of response cues did indeed prevent position behavior, and the observed behavior was the result of the rats abandoning position cues in favor of memory cues. These are important issues for future experiments that deprive rats of both memory cues and response cues in the same transfer tests, and for experiments that examine training with procedures that prevent response cues from being learned.
Several investigators have argued that serial learning can be treated in the general context of associative learning. Burns et al. (1999) , for instance, reasoned that position cues could be thought of as stimuli that become associated with behavior depending on whether or not those stimuli occur with reward. These investigators suggest that associative strength acquired to one position could generalize to other positions and explain a variety of serial effects. Earlier efforts to understand serial position learning in humans were based on similar associative assumptions (e.g. , Bower, 1971) . Capaldi and Miller (2001) have reiterated and extended the opinion expressed routinely by Capaldi (e.g ., Capaldi & Molina, 1979 ) that investigating serial learning in animals as discrimination learning is productive compared to unnecessarily complex cognitive approaches. We have much to understand about what conditions favor overshadowing or blocking of memory or position cues, for instance, and discrimination learning methodology is an obvious resource in making those determinations. There are several possible bases for effects that have been attributed to position learning (see, e.g., Burns et aI., 2000) . Some of these possibilities involve simple associative learning in which some source of cues reliably signals the outcome of each particular position in a series. One such potential cue is time. Another possible source of associative cues is the response, once differential responding is established. Position effects that might have resulted from associative learning of cues from time or the response are not the result of learning position per se and do not require cognitive interpretations. However, the search for an associative basis for position effects has not yet been productive. If the associative approach is to be taken seriously, functional cues must be identified.
Given the early and late position learning evidence reported by Burns and Criddle (2001) , and the results of Experiments 1-4, it seems safe to conclude that temporal or response-generated cues may not be the basis of position learning in any direct associative chain. O' Amato (1991) has suggested that animals form a representation of the positions in a series and scan that representation for position information. It may be that a response pattern, rather than position, is represented and forms the basis for position effects if temporal disruptions do not prevent it.
